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Ebola: a crisis in global health leadership

The Ebola epidemic will take hundreds of thousands of lives if the current trajectory is not reversed. Fear has gripped the most affected countries: Sierra Leone implemented a national lockdown; Liberia cordoned off swathes of territory; and in Guinea, panicked residents in one village killed a team that had come to raise awareness about the disease. WHO, with its budget and capacity to respond diminished, has largely been sidelined in the response to Ebola. In a leadership vacuum, high-income countries sent in military assets, the UN Security Council declared Ebola a threat to international peace and security, and UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon created a special UN mission.

How did this situation arise, and what will it take to bring Ebola under control and prevent future crises? The answers lie in failures of leadership.

WHO should be the global health leader. Under its constitution, WHO was envisaged as “the directing and coordinating authority on international health work.” In describing WHO’s mission recently, however, Director-General Margaret Chan said it is a “technical agency”, with governments having “first priority to take care of their people.” Yet the affected states possess fragile health systems that have proven unable to prevent Ebola’s domestic and transnational spread. WHO itself is constrained. Its budget is incommensurate with its responsibilities, with an operating budget a third of the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s budget. After a 2011 funding shortfall, WHO cut its already insufficient budget by nearly US$600 million. The organisation’s emergency response units were reduced, with some epidemic control experts leaving the agency. Furthermore, WHO controls only 30% of its budget, and member states have co-opted WHO’s agenda through earmarked funds.

In preparing its budget, WHO relied on misplaced confidence that it could mobilise funds rapidly in the face of a crisis, but waiting for donations has led to costly delays. WHO has been constantly catching up in mobilising resources for Ebola: in April, 2014, it sought $4·8 million, by July 31 it set a $71 million goal; and in August made a $490 million appeal, with the UN launching a $988 million appeal weeks later.

WHO oversees the International Health Regulations (IHR), which require 196 states parties to develop public health capacities to detect and respond to public health emergencies of international concern (PHEIC), with states required to cooperate in building these capacities. However, the regulations do not provide incentives, sanction states for failing to cooperate, or allocate responsibility. In 2011, after the 2009 H1N1 influenza PHEIC, an independent Review Committee warned that “The world is ill-prepared to respond... to a global, sustained and threatening public-health emergency”, with health capacities “not now on a path to timely implementation worldwide”. Huge capacity deficits remain and, for some low-income countries, no data are even reported in WHO’s global database.

WHO itself did not implement the Review Committee’s proposal for a rapid-response emergency fund. WHO declared Ebola a PHEIC on Aug 8, triggering temporary non-binding recommendations. Some countries imposed travel bans, contrary to WHO’s recommendations. Affected states, moreover, could not realistically implement WHO recommendations for treatment centres, health worker compensation, and personal protective equipment.

The delayed and fragmented response to Ebola left a vacuum, which led to an unlikely plea from Médecins Sans Frontières for military deployment—logistics, engineering, and supply-chain management. On Sept 16, US President Barack Obama announced a military-led response in Liberia, which could shore-up capacity but will not fill major governance deficits, which require UN action.
The UN has the legitimacy and authority that nation-states lack. The UN Security Council is charged with maintaining international peace and security and, under article 25 of the UN Charter, member states are required to carry out its decisions. The Security Council’s Sept 18 resolution on Ebola was the second time it had responded to a health crisis, after HIV/AIDS resolutions in 2000 and 2011. The Security Council concluded the Ebola epidemic could reverse peacekeeping and development gains, at a time when Liberia and Sierra Leone are recovering from destructive civil wars and a UN peacekeeping mission remains in Liberia. The unanimous resolution called on member states to deploy medical assets, expand public education, and end travel bans. Although the resolution left unclear the exact duties required of states, the Security Council powerfully urged state action, while raising the political profile of Ebola in ways WHO could not. The resolution also requested the Secretary-General to ensure that other UN agencies act, including those in health, development, and human rights, to ensure an all-sector UN response. Along with the Security Council’s action, the Secretary-General established a UN Mission for Ebola Emergency Response to lead the operational response and provide strategic direction; a Special Representative, Anthony Banbury, heads the mission, reporting to Ban Ki-moon.

The UN Secretary-General must act decisively to specify state responsibilities, set priorities, and coordinate activities. Resources need to be mobilised swiftly to build treatment facilities, train health workers, secure supply chains, and educate the public about Ebola. Ban Ki-moon should identify and engage states that do not provide their fair share of resources or take Ebola resources from existing commitments—for example, by redirecting contributions to Ebola from the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria or the GAVI Alliance.

The UN Security Council must continually monitor the Ebola response, and, if necessary, adopt further resolutions with unambiguous binding authority and clear allocation of responsibility. It should also be prepared to intervene in future epidemics—interpreting its mandate broadly to encompass human security. A PHEIC should be sufficient grounds for UN Security Council action, which would bolster WHO by giving greater legal force to its actions.

The Ebola crisis should become a turning point for WHO reform, and for its member states being willing to fully resource it. No agency can exert leadership when it controls only a small portion of a depleted budget. The World Health Assembly should substantially increase members’ assessed contributions, create an emergency contingency fund, reform its regional organisation, and engage non-state actors. Along with supportive member states, strategic leadership requires an organisational ethos that embraces WHO’s promise as the leading global health authority. WHO’s mission is tied to national health capacities, so it should negotiate an international health systems fund. A bolder vision would be a Global Fund for Health.

Failures in leadership have allowed a preventable disease to spin out of control, with vast harms to social order and human dignity. If the Ebola epidemic does not spur major reforms, it will undermine the credibility of WHO and the UN, and enable the conditions for future crises to persist. Major failures in governance and leadership could be repaired if lessons are learned from Ebola. The UN Secretary-General and WHO Director-General should jointly commission a high-level independent commission to review what went wrong and how to prevent future global health emergencies. The commission’s mandate should include: ample resources and political will to fulfil WHO’s global mission; effective functioning of the IHR; the UN’s responsibilities in a global health emergency; sustainable health system financing; calibrating the military’s role when public health is overwhelmed; and scientific research and ethical allocation of vaccines and medicines.

The world needs a strong WHO, with the financing and political influence to fulfil its historic mission. The Ebola outbreak should push political actors to enact the far-reaching reforms needed. Global health leadership can be built, but only if genuine leaders choose to build it.
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